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Episode Synopses for November 2022 
 

Feed Date Episode # Description 

11.10.22 #RSR-102 

 
Retirement Reboot 
When Tim Freebern gives his final sign off after almost forty years in law 
enforcement, his emotional farewell goes viral with more than seven million 
views. It’s a tough transition for him, but he and his wife Marlene will stay busy 
with a huge home makeover that includes creating a backyard oasis as well as 
completely changing the exterior style of the house. The end result is stunning, 
but after twenty years, there’s a surprise ending to their forever home story 
that no one sees coming.  
 

11.17.22 #RSR-103 

 
Man Cave Conversion 
Stanley Woods is retiring after thirty years as a homicide detective. His wife 
Terrini wants to make some upgrades to the house they’ve lived in for more 
than twenty years, including creating a man cave just for Stanley to celebrate 
his three decades of service. Through several rounds of bad weather, as well as 
major permitting delays, the makeover ends up taking four times as long as 
expected.  
 

11.24.22 #RSR-104 

 
Snowbird Sanctuary 
To escape the nasty weather in Philadelphia, Herb and Rochelle Bass rent a Gulf 
Coast condo during the winter months every year. When the unit next door to 
their rental goes on the market, they decide to buy it and put a healthy 
$100,000 towards upgades. Learning that they’ll have to crane impact windows 
and doors up to their fifth floor unit is just one of the challenges they face. 
 

12.01.22 #RSR-105 

 
Tricked Out Tiny House 
Mark and Maria Slaby have raised four great kids and been through several 
business ventures in their thirty years together. As empty nesters, they decide 
to downsize AND start a new business, as tiny house customizers. They buy a 
tiny house shell and create a very ambitious design plan with an elevator bed, 
wood paneling and an artistic dining table that captures the essence of their 
adventurous lives.  

   

 


